
Find more of the information you need—in less time

With the latest lexis.com® enhancements

Research Solutions

Soon, lexis.com® will have a new look and be even easier to use. It will be refreshed and more steamlined. More 
importantly, it will help you get to the information you need faster and get the most for your firm’s legal research 
dollars. Some highlights of the upcoming enhancements:

Fewer tabs for a cleaner, more modern look and to help you get to the information you need with fewer clicks 
and in less time—note that former search sub-tabs appear at the top of the page. 

A new “More” tab provides easy access to related products and services such as Lexis® Transactional Advisor, 
LexisNexis® Total Litigator, Counsel Selector, LexisNexis® Dossier, and more. 

Tools for activities that researchers do most every day—Get a Document, Shepardize®, Find a Source, 
Recently Used Sources, Quick Search, etc.—will appear in easy-to-access locations on most pages.

Our open-Web product, Lexis® Web, will be integrated into lexis.com so you benefit from the combination 
of better free content and reliable LexisNexis content in a single research system.

History and Alerts will be accessible conveniently at the top-right corner of the screen.



Research Solutions

Customized pages by practice area or jurisdiction will highlight more relevant content and tools from 
your firm’s subscription so all researchers are more aware of everything available to them —making it easier  
to choose the best source or tool.

Easy access to relevant Practice Center content such as content-sensitive Form Finders, Search by Task, 
Featured Legislative Sources from source views, etc.

New drop-down lists will let you get more directly to information formerly located within sub-tabs—from 
any location, including results views.

And you won’t have to change a thing! Basic features and functions will stay the same, so no system upgrades or modifications 
will be necessary. And any preferences you’ve set up will carry over to the new interface automatically—no effort on your part 
to re-create them! Best of all, there will be no price increase associated with these enhancements.
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These enhancements are coming soon … watch for more information!


